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Description of Presentation  
 
“What theell is a Sea Goat?” is a spirited and revealing investigation into patriarchal foul play through 
the lenses of astrology, mythology, and Great Mystery.  The teachings of Shamanic Astrology combine 
with Gnostic text, Hermetic wisdom, soulful storytelling, spoken word, and trickster humor to tickle 
patriarchal programming into releasing our feminine strengths that have too long been held captive.  
While focusing on the return of Capricorn to her rightful, feminine Earth, this whirlwind will stir many 
astrological subjects including the Pluto-Uranus Square and Saturn’s simultaneous Scorpio transit to take 
a new, refreshing look at the ringed-planet herself and to empower the return of the Sacred Feminine as 
we set the world stage to welcome the harmony and equality of the dawning Age of Aquarius.          
 
Brief Bio: 
 
Though no stranger to mystery, self-growth, counseling, and shamanism, Brett Joseph is new to astrology.  
Brett synchronistically managed to bypass the shadow of so-called traditional paradigms, finding his way 
directly to Shamanic Astrology in October 2012.  Since attending his first Shamanic Astrology classes in 
February 2013, Brett has recorded over two hundred readings and has presented his astrological outlook 
through public presentation and social media.  His “Grand Sextile Mystery” movie lit up nearly a thousand 
screens within two weeks of its online appearance.  Brett has worn many hats including those of touring 
musician, math teacher, and engineer, but has now found his calling in Shamanic Astrology and is 
currently taking the faithful leap from the corporate cliff to honor his excitement with integrity and 
without expectations.  Brett teaches that “astrology is not a way out, it is a way in” and he has dedicated 
himself to giving his gifts of developed intuition, true compassion, and astrological understanding to help 
others tear away obstacles that have delayed them from unwrapping their highest passion and purpose.              
 

 


